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SNfactory & Palomar-QUEST 
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SNfactory & Palomar-QUEST 

Discovered over 1000 SNe of all types (show in red above) all 
over the northern night sky. 

But what about all that imaging data….. 
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DeepSky Data 

This data spans 9 years and almost 20,000 square degrees, 
half from the NEAT 3-banger and half from the Palomar-
QUEST camera on the Palomar Oschin schmidt telescope. 
The entire dataset is 75 TB and creates both a temporal and 
static catalog of astrophysical objects. NERSC has re-
processed and hosts this data on NGF - 11.5M images.  
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DeepSky Archive 

Davinci
32 cpus 192 GB ram shared

Jacquard
712 cpus 2 GB ram/cpu

Science Gateway Nodes
DeepSky Database

NGF - 90TB IBM’s GPFS 
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DeepSky Database 
Database holds information about 
•  processed images (result from 

processing raw images), 
•  calibration data (used to process the 

raw images), 
•  deep reference images (result from 

co-adding processed images); 
•  objects found in references (soon). 

Postgres 8.2.7 (open source) used for the 
DBMS.  Postgres performance better than 
MySQL performance with transaction 
management and foreign key constraints 
implemented (InnoDB storage engine). 

The Deep Sky database will be used to: 
•  check the quality of the images produced by the processing pipeline; 
•  get the list of processed images to be co-added to produce a deep 

reference image; 
•  retrieve the deep reference image and processed images that correspond 

to user-specified RA and DEC values (database backend to the UI). 
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Science 

RR Lyrae searches are now being conducted on this dataset 
as well as building structure functions for QSO’s. 
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Science 

GRB 070809 GRB 071112C SNF 20070825-001 

Limiting mag ~ 23.3 
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Just last month… 

SN 2009ip classification 
through DeepSky. 
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Nature Paper (#1) 

Nature paper accepted (Gal-Yam et al., 2009):  

SN 2007bi: an explosion of an extremely massive star due to pair instability 
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Nature Paper (#1) 

Nature paper accepted (Gal-Yam et al., 2009):  

SN 2007bi: an explosion of an extremely massive star due to pair instability 
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Web Server 

http://www.deepskyproject.org 
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Conclusions 

DeepSky has been a very successful demonstration 
of the power of Science Gateway Nodes: 

•  Access to data repositories on NGF with a 
database interface 

•  Increasing the scientific value of large archival 
datasets to multiple NERSC repositories 

•  Providing NERSC processed data via the web to 
the public (future) 


